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ABSTRACT

Orientation preserving homeomorphisms f : R2 → R2 with a finite set P of fixed points
are considered. It is shown that if the restriction f |R2\P has no recurrent points with respect to
some metrics, then R2\P admits a proper 1-dimensional foliation F such that each leaf S is free
(i.e. is disjoint from its image) and together with f(S) is bounding a free domain (Theorem 1).
Moreover, in case f is a free map, then each leaf of F defines a translation domain (Remark 2).
Non recurrent and free dynamics is available, for example, if the sum of the indices of any
subset of P does not equal 1 (Corollary 1).

Furthermore, it is shown that if p0 is the unique fixed point with topological index 6= 1
of an orientation preserving local homeomorphism f : U → R2, then there is a foliation of U
with good dynamical properties. Namely, for any extension f̃ : R2 → R2 of f with unique fixed
point p0, there exists a foliation of R2 with proper lines, such that any leaf is disjoint from its
image and is generating a translation domain.

1 Introduction

The two dimensional dynamics is a fast developing area of topological dynamics which
made recently a significant progress (c.f. [1],[2],[3],[4]). A central result here is the famous
Brouwer’s Plane Translation Theorem:

Theorem (Brouwer [5]). Let f : R2 → R2 be an orientation preserving self-homeomorphism
of the plane without fixed points. Then each point x0 ∈ R2 is contained in a properly embedded
line l such that l ∩ f(l) = ∅ and l is separating f(l) from f−1(l).

This theorem is of big importance for the dynamics of planar homeomorphisms, as it
is easy to see that it implies that each point x0 is contained in an open invariant domain,
where f is topologically conjugated to the canonical translation (x, y)→ (x+ 1, y) of the plane.
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Brouwer’s Plane Translation Theorem has different proofs (c.f. [4],[6],[7]), although the first
attempts were incorrect or even erroneous (see the overview in [4]).

Recently Patrice Le Calvez [8] showed that not only through any point x0 ∈ R2 passes a
Brouwer line, but there is a foliation of the plane consisting of such lines. This is much stronger
than Brouwer’s Plane Translation Theorem, as we obtain in some sense a global control on the
dynamics of f .

We give in this article an exposition of some of the author’s results generalizing Le
Calvez’s theorem for self-homeomorphisms of the plane with finite number of fixed points P
and whose restriction to R2\P has no chain recurrent points (the definition is given below)
with respect to some metrics in R2\P . It turns out that in this case the set R2\P admits a
foliation of Brouwer 1-manifolds, where by Brouwer 1-manifold S we mean either a Brouwer
line (closed in R2\P ), or a Brouwer circle, (i.e. a topological circle) such that S is free (S is
disjoint from its image) and together with f(S) is bounding a free domain. For fixed points free
homeomorphisms of the plane Brouwer circles are impossible, as follows from Brouwer’s Fixed
Point Theorem. If f is fixed points free, it is easy to see that each Brouwer line l is separating
f−1(l) from f(l). So, we get a generalization of Le Calvez’s theorem, since the chain recurrent
set of a fixed points free and orientation preserving homeomorphism of the plane R2 is empty
with respect to some metrics, as follows from the famous Franks’ Lemma [1].

We further apply this result to the study of the dynamics of a planar homeomorphism
around an isolated fixed point p0 of index 6= 1. This is a classical problem of particular interest
(c.f. [9],[10],[11],[12]) which is difficult to be given a definitive answer, as this dynamics may be
very complex, for example it may not even exist an invariant foliation for f in any neighborhood
of the fixed point. Anyway, we show that there is a Brouwer foliation around p0. More precisely,
if U is a neighborhood of p0, not containing other fixed points of f , there exists a fixed points
free extension f̃ of f |U to all of R2 which admits a foliation of R2\{p0} such that each leaf
l of this foliation is a proper topological line in R2\{p0} non intersecting its image and l is

generating a translation domain for f̃ . The trace of this foliation on U may be considered as
a local Brouwer foliation for f , which reflects, in some sense, the most important properties of
the local dynamics around p0.

For example, by means of this local foliation it is not difficult to compute the index of p0.
It is possible also to better visualize the dynamics around p0 as the germs of planar foliations
around an isolated singularity are completely classified by W.Kaplan in [13]. Of course, it
doesn’t mean at all that we get in such a way a classification of germs of planar homeomorphisms
around an isolated fixed point. Among other peculiarities, it is possible for example an infinite
number of non equivalent germs to have one and the same simple invariant foliation (say, a
saddle point foliation) as described in [14]. Then, of course, the orthogonal foliation is a local
Brouwer foliation for all of these germs. The problem of topological classification of germs of
planar homeomorphisms around an isolated fixed point is considered very hard or even hopeless.

Let us note the interesting paper of Frederick le Roux [12] where he describes geometri-
cally the dynamics around an isolated fixed point of index 6= 1 by means of ”hyperbolic” and
”elliptic” sectors. There is some analogy between his geometrical visualization and the Brouwer
foliation constructed here.

The Brouwer foliation is far from being canonical, as simple examples show. So, one
arrives to the following general problem:

What is the relationship between two local Brouwer foliation of one and the same home-
omorphism around an isolated fixed point?

Let us notice that Patrick Le Calvez [15] has proved an important equivariant version of
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Brouwer’s Translation Theorem, which implies that for any fixed points free authomorphism
of a 2-surface there is a foliation of the universal cover by Brouwer lines (with respect to the
lifted homeomorphism), which is invariant with respect to the group of deck transformations.
In such a way this foliation defines a foliation of the surface with free leafs (each one is disjoint
from its image). Anyway, simple examples show that these leafs may not be proper, i.e. closed
subsets of the surface, they may be even dense in the surface. So, our result is not covered by
Le Calvez’s theorem.

2 Definitions and statement of results

Let (X, ρ) be a metric space and f : X → X be a self-homeomorphism. An ε-chain in X
is a finite sequence of points x1, x2, ..., xn such that

ρ(f(xi), xi+1) < ε, i = 1, ..., n− 1.

We say that this is an ε-chain from x1 to xn. The ε-chain is a cycle, if x1 = xn. As
usual, the chain-recurrent set of f is defined as

CRρ(f) = {x ∈ X| for any ε > 0 there is an ε-cycle from x to x.}

Let l ⊂ X be a subset of X homeomorphic to R1, then l is said to be a proper line, if it
is a closed subset of X. A 1-dimensional foliation of X is proper, if all of its leafs are closed in
X.

A subset A ⊂ X is called free, if f(A) ∩A = ∅.
If p0 is an isolated fixed point of f , by Index(p0) we denote the topological index of p0

(see [18]).

Definition 1. Let S be a closed subset of X. We shall say that S is generating a translation
domain for f , if there is an embedding ψ : S × R → X such that

1) ψ(S × {0}) = S

2) f(ψ(x)) = ψ(x+ 1) for any x ∈ S × R.

In such a way, the set S is a generator of a domain with a very simple dynamics.

Here are the main results of the article.

Theorem 1. Let f : R2 → R2 be an orientation preserving self homeomorphism of the plane
with a finite fixed points set Fix(f) = P . Suppose that for some metrics ρ in R2\P there
are no chain recurrent points: CRρ(f |R2\P ) = ∅. Then there is a proper 1-dimensional folia-
tion of R2\P such that any leaf C is free and together with f(C) is bounding a free domain
homeomorphic to R2.

We refer to the foliations described above as ”Brouwer foliations”. The leafs of a Brouwer
foliation are called ”Brouwer leafs”.

Corollary 1. Let f : R2 → R2 be an orientation preserving self homeomorphism of the plane
with a finite fixed points set P . Suppose that for any subset of A ⊂ P the sum of indices of all
points in A does not equal 1. Then R2\P admits a foliation by proper lines such that any leaf
l is free and is generating a translation domain.
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Corollary 2. (Patrice Le Calvez [8]) Let f : R2 → R2 be an orientation preserving fixed points
free self homeomorphism of the plane. Then there is a foliation of R2 by proper lines such that
any leaf l is free and is separating f(l) from f−1(l).

Theorem 2. Let f : R2 → R2 be an orientation preserving self homeomorphism and p0 be
an isolated point of the fixed points set Fix(f). Suppose that Index(p0) 6= 1. Let U be an
open neighborhood of p0 not containing other fixed points of f . Then f |U may be extended to

a homeomorphism of the plane f̃ such that Fix(f̃) = {p0}, there is a foliation of R2\{p0} by

proper lines, any leaf l is free and is generating a translation domain for f̃ .

Remark 1. In the setting of Theorem 1, the leafs may be either topological lines, or topological
circles. The second case is illustrated by the simple example of dilatation: f(x) = λx with
λ > 0. Then we may take the foliation of circles centered at the origin.

Theorem 1 may be considered as a generalization of a result of E.Slaminka [16]. He proves
that if f is an orientation preserving self homeomorphism with finitely many fixed points, which
is a free map in the sense of M.Brown then through any point x /∈ Fix(f) passes a line l as
above. Of course, he doesn’t say anything about the existence of a foliation of such lines, so
Slaminka’s result may be viewed as a local one. Another difference is that we deal with a
larger class of maps f , since for example the dilatation f(x) = λx is not a free map, although
CRρ(f |R2\{O}) = ∅ with respect to any metrics and the assumptions of Theorem 1 are available.

Let us note that Theorem 1 may be given a more invariant form, not referring to any
metrics, but we prefer here the metrical approach in order to apply the results of M.Hurley [17]
on existence of Lyapunov functions.

Remark 2. The constructed foliations are piecewise smooth, but it seems that with some more
care they may be done smooth (class C∞).

3 Strategy of the proofs

Here we shall give a sketch of the proof of the main results. The full version of the article
with complete proofs will be published elsewhere.

In the proof of Theorem 1 we first refer to the paper of M.Hurley [17] where he proves
some general results about the existence of Lyapunov functions in noncompact spaces. These
imply the existence of a global Lyapunov function in R2\P i.e. a continuous function which is
strictly increasing along orbits (see the definition above). This is in fact the idea of John Franks
in his proof of Brouwer’s Plane Translation Theorem [7]. Then, following Franks’ method, we
approximate it in the Whitney topology by a smooth Morse function, which is still a Lyapunov
function. We may suppose that to each critical value corresponds only one critical point, i.e.
that the Lyapunov function is a regular Morse function. Then its level sets define a ”quasi-
foliation” of R2\P with all ”leaves” being free - i.e. disjoint from their images.

Next, we modify this ”quasi-foliation” by pushing out its singular points at infinity. In
such a way we obtain a true proper foliation of R2\P with all leafs being free. The leafs may be
either topological lines, or topological circles. But this is not at all the desired foliation, since
some lines l may not separate f(l) from f−1(l). We name such lines ”fake lines”. They are not
relevant to the dynamics of f . ”Fake circles” are impossible.

The last, but most technical and delicate part of the proof, is to modify appropriately
this foliation in order to eliminate the fake lines.
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Theorem 2 follows more or less easily from Theorem 1. First we extend f from some open
U 3 p0 to a homeomorphism f̃ of the plane, which is fixed point free in R2\{p0}. Now, it is
possible to define a metrics ρ in R2\{p0} such that ρ(x, f(x) ≥ 1 for any x. Then the condition
Index(p0) 6= 1 together with Franks’ Lemma imply that CRρ(f |R2\{p0}) = ∅. Hence Theorem 1
defines some foliation F with Brouwer leafs. Then we notice that the condition Index(p0) 6= 1
implies that the map f |R2\{p0} is free in the sense of Brown [16]. Now it is straightforward to
show that each leaf l of the foliation F defines a translation domain.

Let us note that Corollary 1 follows from Theorem 1 in a similar way.
We proceed with some details from the proof of Theorem 1.
Let f : X → X be a homeomorphism of the metric space X.

Definition 2. A continuous function ϕ : X → R is called Lyapunov function, if

ϕ(x) < ϕ(f(x)) for any x ∈ X.

The condition CRρ(f |R2\P ) = ∅ in Theorem 1 implies, as follows from a result of
M.Hurley [17], that there is a Lyapunov function ϕ : R2\P → R.

Then ϕ may be approximated in Whitney topology by a smooth regular Morse function
(c.f. [18]). In such a way one finds a Morse function which is a Lyapunov function as well. We
shall denote it for simplicity by ϕ again. The level sets of ϕ are free with respect to f and
define a ”quasi-foliation” of R2\P , i.e. a foliation with singularities, which are of 2 types: sinks
and saddles. Now, in both cases it is possible to modify the ”quasi-foliation” in order to obtain
a true foliation F with free leafs. Moreover, these leafs are free in some stronger sense, namely,
for every such leaf l we have l ∩ fn(l) = ∅, for any n 6= 0.

Of course, we may have ”fake leafs” which are not relevant to the dynamics of f .

Definition 3. A leaf l of the foliation F is said to be ”fake”, if it is the boundary of a free
open region of R2\P . We shall denote this region by A(l). So, ∂A(l) = l, f(A(l)) ∩A(l) = ∅.

If the leaf l is not fake, we shall say that it is a ”Brouwer leaf”.

It is easy to see that if l is a fake leaf, then A(l) is an union of fake leafs as well. A fake
leaf may be only a ”loop”, i.e. a topological line with coinciding ends from the set P ∪ {∞}.

Furthermore, it is not difficult to see that a Brouwer leaf l is bounding together with f(l)
some free region. In such a way, all we have to do is to eliminate the fake leafs.

If l and l′ are fake leafs, we write l � l′, if A(l) ⊃ A(l′). Then it may be shown that if
lα is a collection of incomparable fake leafs, they form a discrete family - every compact set of
R2\P is intersecting only a finite number of them. This allows us to define a disjoint family of
”critical fake zones”, that is - maximal open connected and free regions consisting of fake leafs.
This family is discrete - every compact set is intersecting only a finite number of critical zones.

It may be seen that if W is a critical zone, then ∂W cannot touch > 2 elements of
P ∪ {∞}. In case it touches exactly 2 elements, say a and b, it is easy to show that there are
2 leafs from ∂W connecting a and b and bounding a free region W ′ ⊃W . Then we may fill up
W ′ with a family of lines connecting a and b. Recall that each such line is a ”Brouwer line”.
In such a way we modify the foliation F in some free region W ′ and cover W by Brouwer leafs.

The crucial case is the elimination of a critical fake zone W which touches only one
element of P ∪ {∞}, say {∞}. There are 2 possibilities here:

1) ∂W is the union of 2 Brouwer leafs. This is the easy case - one foliates W by lines
which are separating the two components of ∂W .

2) ∂W is a single fake leaf l0. This is the most delicate case. Then we notice that by
the maximality property of W , there is an invariant open and connected W ′ ⊃ W such that
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W ′\W is filled up by Brouwer leafs. Then we modify the foliation in W ′ making the Brouwer
leafs from W ′\W ”penetrate” in W . In such a way, we cover W by Brouwer leafs. Of course,
one should take considerable care in order to construct free leafs. Furthermore, we show that
each such leaf, together with its image, is bounding a free domain homeomorphic to R2.

Now, representing R2\P as an union of some increasing sequence of compact sets Kn

and noticing that each one of them intersects only a finite number of critical fake zones, we
proceed by induction the modification of the foliation in the critical zones, finally obtaining the
desired Brouwer foliation.
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ÁÐÀÓÅÐÎÂÈ ÑËÎÅÍÈß Â ÍÅÐÅÊÓÐÅÍÒÍÈ ÎÁËÀÑÒÈ

Ñ. Ñòåôàíîâ

Êëþ÷îâè äóìè: òåîðåìà íà Áðàóåð çà òðàíñëàöèÿòà, ñëîåíèå, íåïîäâèæíà òî÷-

êà, èíäåêñ

ÐÅÇÞÌÅ

Çàïàçâàùèòå îðèåíòàöèÿòà õîìåîìîðôèçìè f : R2 → R2 ñ êðàéíî ìíîæåñòâî îò
íåïîäâèæíè òî÷êè P ñà ðàçãëåäàíè â íàñòîÿùàòà ñòàòèÿ. Äîêàçàíî å, ÷å àêî ðåñòðèêöè-
ÿòà f |R2\P íÿìà ðåêóðåíòíè òî÷êè îòíîñíî íÿêàêâà ìåòðèêà, òî R2\P äîïóñêà ñîáñòâåíî
1-ìåðíî ñëîåíèå F òàêîâà ÷å âñåêè íåãîâ ñëîé S å ñâîáîäåí (ò.å. íå ïðåñè÷à îáðàçà ñè) è
çàåäíî ñ f(S) çàãðàæäà ñâîáîäíà îáëàñò (Òåîðåìà 1). Îñâåí òîâà, àêî f å ñâîáîäíî èçîáðà-
æåíèå, òî âñåêè ñëîé íà F äåôåíåðà òðàíñëàöèîííà îáëàñò (Çàáåëåæêà 2). Íåðåêóðåíòíà
è ñâîáîäíà äèíàìèêà èìàìå, íàïðèìåð, àêî ñóìàòà îò èíäåêñèòå íà âñÿêî ïîäìíîæåñòâî
íà P å ðàçëè÷íà îò 1 (Ñëåäñòâèå 1).

Ïî-íàòàòúê, ïîêàçàíî å, ÷å àêî p0 å åäèíñòâåíàòà íåïîäâèæíà òî÷êà ñ òîïîëîãè-
÷åí èíäåêñ 6= 1 íà åäèí çàïàçâàù îðèåíòàöèÿòà ëîêàëåí õîìåîìîðôèçúì f : U → R2, òî
ñúùåñòâóâà ñëîåíèå íà U ñ õóáàâè äèíàìè÷íè ñâîéñòâà. Èìåííî, çà âñÿêî ïðîäúëæåíèå
f̃ : R2 → R2 íà f ñ åäèíñòâåíà íåïîäâèæíà òî÷êà p0, ñúùåñòâóâà ñëîåíèå íà R2 îò ñîá-
ñòâåíè òîïîëîãè÷íè ïðàâè, òàêîâà ÷å âñåêè ñëîé å äèçþíêòåí îò ñâîÿ îáðàç è ïîðàæäà
òðàíñëàöèîííà îáëàñò.
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